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G E T T I N G  S T A R T E D  

Girlfriends: Exploring Women’s Relationships in the Bible is a ten-
week Bible study for individuals or groups. Each Bible study ex-
plores the stories of selected biblical women and their relationships.
The outline for each study unit is the same:

� Read focuses on a particular passage of scripture; it is 
recommended that you read the text before moving into 
the Bible study.

� The Back Story provides background information on the
text. This section includes information to help you get into
the text, information about the biblical context of the story,
and anything else that will help you gain a fuller under -
standing of the text.

� The Episode focuses on a particular incident or event that
involves the relationship between or among biblical women.

� The Contemporary Connection highlights some aspects 
of the biblical text that mirror contemporary situations 
between and among women; this section may include 
incidents from the author’s experience of relationships 
with women.
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� Food for Thought raises questions for discussion or 
reflection; these questions relate to the Bible study and  
Contemporary Connection.

� Films and Television Shows suggests viewing resources 
that illustrate aspects of the Bible study and Contemporary
Connection; this section includes discussion and reflection
questions about the viewing suggestions. It is not necessary
to view films or shows in order to study the units. Films and
television shows are readily available from your local library
or video store, on your computer, or on your television
(some shows are still running).

You will need at least an hour for the Bible studies—more time
if you decide to watch a movie or television show. Feel free to ad-
just the time to suit your situation. You will need a Bible, this
book, and a notebook or journal to write down your thoughts and
reflections on the lessons. At the end of this book, you will find a
list of resources for further study.

The Bible studies are designed so that leadership for the sessions
can be rotated; you do not have to be a Bible scholar to lead the
sessions. It is preferable, however, that the study units are read be-
fore the actual session. A simple format for each session can be to
start the session with prayer, read the scripture, use the discussion
questions to begin your conversation, and then close with prayer.

You may want to set some “ground rules” beforehand so that
your session runs smoothly. There are no hard or fast rules—you
want to make sure that all who want to speak may do so comfort-
ably. Your guidelines might include these:

� Speak only for yourself; use “I” statements.

� Say only what is comfortable for you to share.

� Confidentiality is to be respected.

� Everyone’s opinion is valued.
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� It’s okay to pass; don’t feel pressured to speak.

� Respect silence.

� Do not overparticipate or underparticipate; do not 
monopolize the conversation.

� All questions are valid; there are no dumb questions.

� Humor is appreciated.

� Do not interrupt when someone is speaking.

� Ask questions for clarification, not to judge.

You may want to add others or come up with your own set of
guidelines for conversation and comfort.

The aim of the Bible studies is to be informative and fun.
Enjoy yourself!
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